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15. RALPH LAUREN  
Polo Blue EDT 125ml

With Polo Blue, Ralph Lauren bottled the freedom of the bluesky, the energy of the open waters and an invigorating blast of fresh air. The scent is an 
exhilarating blend of melon, basilverbena and white suede, for the champion who lives life to the fullest.

US$ 77

16. RALPH LAUREN  
World of Polo Collection (EDT 15ml x 4)

World of POLO collection(EDT 15ml x 4) Experience the Classic POLO or the Fresh Masculinity of POLO BLUE, enjoy the POLO BLACK sophisticated 
fragrance or the newest POLO RED spicy blend. It is a unique opportunity to discover the Ralph Lauren masculine fragrance collection or to o�er it to 
your beloved ones! It is also a light and convenient size for traveling.

US$ 60
Available from 1st Sep 2019 onwards
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17. PRADA  
Luna Rossa Carbon EDT 50ml

Strong as the darkest rock, with the freshness of air, it brings together steam-distilled botanicals and synthetics in a mineral-forward mix: metallic notes of Lavender,  
green Citrus of Vert de Bergamote from Italy, radiant Wood of Patchouli and dry Amber of Ambroxan.

US$ 71
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19. GIORGIO ARMANI 
Acqua Di Giò Pour Homme EDT 50ml Spray

Born from water, air and the sun, Acqua Di Giò pour Homme is a fragrance that bears the olfactory desire of today’s men: freshness, transparency and lightness. It is 
the story of a strong, free, elegant and mysterious man.

US$ 68

18. JEAN PAUL GAULTIER 
Le Male EDT 75ml

Jean Paul Gaultier pays tribute to a symbolic figure who has long been a source of inspiration for him: the sailor. Le Mâle, as virile as it is sexy, is a fragrance which 
o�ers a nonconformist view of masculinity… a reassuring fragrance with an extremely modern trail. Lavender, evoking the familiar, comforting scent of shaving soap, 
is enhanced by the sensuality of vanilla.

US$ 67
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20. DOLCE & GABBANA 
Light Blue Eau Intense Pour Homme 50ml

A chilled citrus cocktail of refreshing mandarin and frozen grapefruit gives the top notes a cool, elegant twist.  Aromatic juniper dives into the heart of salty, aquatic accord, 
conjuring the translucent blue water of the Mediterranean sea. An abundance of vibrant amber woods wrapped in musks extends the radiance and staying power of this 
masculine blend, leaving a potent trail that captures the innate sensuality of the Light Blue man.

US$ 68

21. ISSEY MIYAKE 
L’EauD’Issey Pour Homme Duo Set (2 x 40ml)

A fresh, vibrant and elegant Eau de Toilette. A timeless fragrance with a very masculine signature. When the vibrating freshness of Yuzu meets Sandalwood.

US$ 57
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23. CLINIQUE 
Happy For Men 100ml

Cool. Crisp. A hit of citrus. A refreshing scent for men. Wear it and be happy. 
Allergy Tested.

US$ 39

22. BVLGARI 
Men’s Gift Collection

Perfect as a unique o�er or multiple small gifts, the exclusive to Travel Retail miniatures are individually packaged in boxes. This sophisticated masculine set evokes 
Bulgari’s contemporary signature and emblematic charisma. Part of BVLGARI Travel Collection, the Men’s Gift Collection includes five prestigious 5ml miniatures of 
BVLGARI’s masculine portfolio: the new dynamic and addictive fragrance AQVA POUR HOMME ATLANTIQVE, the famous and iconic AQVA POUR HOMME and BLV POUR 
HOMME, the sensual oriental BVLGARI MAN IN BLACK and the fresh oriental BVLGARI MAN BLACK COLOGNE.

US$ 58




